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MacFly Pro's Major Rebrand: The Way New Logo, Functions, and Website
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MacFly Pro is happy to announce its first major rebrand. The changes touch upon the
company's logo, functions, and website. A laptop with a gear-shaped blue infinity sign on
the screen is replacing an old flying bird, finding duplicates in iTunes and Photos is now
available, and the website is getting more informative. The improvements are intended to
make MacFly Pro a more capable cleaning utility that best fits users' needs.
New York, New York - MacFly Pro is happy to announce its first major rebrand. The changes
touch upon the company's logo, functions, and website. A laptop with a gear-shaped blue
infinity sign on the screen is replacing an old flying bird, finding duplicates in iTunes
and Photos is now available, and the website is getting more informative. The improvements
are intended to make MacFly Pro a more capable cleaning utility that best fits users'
needs.
Let's have a closer look at upcoming transformations!
Waving goodbye to the bird logo. MacFly Pro's flying bird made way for the laptop
displaying gear-shaped blue infinity sign. The new logo emphasizes that only the sky is
the limit, and the team is ready to jet up until the products are perfect. "It's just
where great changes start. We aren't going to stop on achieved. Nor will we ever be
content with what we have. It's a mission of our company to make truly incredible yet
affordable utilities for Mac users. And it'll always inspire us to keep moving forward"
says Tomasz Jesko, the product manager of New York based MacFly Pro LLC. New MacFly
Pro
logo reminds the users that the app they have now will be evolving day after day.
Enjoying new features. With sky-blue logo at heart, MacFly Pro team made the next step on
the way to creating a great utility. From now on, the app is able to find and delete
duplicates in iTunes and Photos. It lets users say goodbye to identical photos clogging
hard drive and the same songs playing so many times. As before, users only need to make a
single click to see new features in action. The extended functional no way makes the app
heavier for the system. It has always been and will always remain lightweight.
Having needed info at hand thanks to the new website. The upcoming changes are now
reflected in MacFly Pro website. Old version with multiple tabs and piles of text is now
replaced with an elegant and simple design. 'Less words and more sense' approach is felt
right from the first lines. The website got a better navigation, while the users may learn
about the app's key features by casting a glance at the first page.
MacFly Pro promises never to stop improving its cleaning utility. Current users already
got the updated app with extended functions, new logo, and enhanced website design. While
for others, this may be the best time to try it out. MacFly Pro's rebranded version is now
available on the official website.
MacFly Pro:
https://macflypro.com/
Download MacFly Pro:
https://macflypro.com/thank-you.html
Purchase:
https://macflypro.com/pricing.html
Screenshot:
https://macflypro.com/img/3/Smart_Assistant_2x.png
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Application Icon:
https://macflypro.com/img/3/mfp_logo_90x53@2x.png

MacFly Pro LLC is a small tech startup company, founded in 2016 by a diverse team of
passionate Mac lovers, software geeks, and comic book fans. The company's first product
MacFly Pro was released in June of 2017. Our team of passionate mac lovers thinks it's
time to mingle minimalism and stunning functionality in one app. All Material and Software
(C) Copyright 2016-2017 MacFly Pro LLC. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, macOS,
OS X and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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